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Connecting EDUCATORS
With INDUSTRY
Tricounty STEMersion 2020 is a two-week, unique
hands-on institute for up to 40 middle and high school instructors
in Berkeley, Charleston and Dorchester Counties in South Carolina.
During the institute, educators visit one or two sites per day based
on the available schedule of STEMersion hosts. Industry leaders at
host sites will introduce educators to the company’s work
environment including the practical use of formulas, theories
and/or concepts necessary for a successful work process. Educators
will also participate in real-world workplace (hands-on) learning
opportunities that reinforce why math, science and soft skills are so
important for the region’s workforce and economic growth.
Educators will gain first-hand views of local companies,
careers and skills required for our robust economy. Local educators
will receive a variety of information to share with fellow educators
and parents. In addition, educators will participate in activities and
conversations that may be used to encourage local students to
engage in-demand career pathways that lead to invigorating skill
development and lifelong learning opportunities. STEMersion
2019 participants described the experience as follows:
• “Teaching soft skills ... makes my students marketable.”
•”Students don’t have to have a 4year degree to be successful.”
•“Seeing the businesses in person” was the best aspect.
STEMersion ties the world of work to classroom lessons
through the inclusion of competencies of local industries, increased
knowledge of careers as well as an emphasis on the skill needs of
industry. In addition, STEMersion facilitates the creation of
pathways that encourage excitement in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math curriculum which develops a pipeline of
future employees to meet industry needs. STEMersion creates
partnerships between industry and education, builds awareness of
opportunities that prepare students for future careers and
emphasizes the relevance of STEM, targeted workplace skills and
how to incorporate these elements into core curriculum. The
institute in not about finding a job but stirring the expertise of
classroom educators such that sparks are created and students
identify and prepare for their next careers. Finally, the institute
creates a path for a regional grassroots career awareness campaign
in which local industries are introduced to additional educators,
parents, and students after STEMersion concludes.

PRESENTED BY

STEMersion provides up to a $1000 stipend (based on
completed assignments and budget allocations) for local educators
who complete the work-based learning experiences at local
industry sites, create lesson plans based on the experiences and
agree to integrate the new knowledge into classroom lessons and
presentations. Follow-up sessions with local industry leaders will
also be facilitated through the institute. The follow-up sessions will
include posts on tricountystemersion.com, STEMersion breakfast,
virtual and face-to-face networking sessions, classroom visits and
the annual STEMersion celebration.

PARTICIPATING SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Educator Early Bird Registration deadline:
February 29, 2020
Selection Acceptance deadline:
May 01, 2020

Seats are limited.

TESTIMONIALS 2019 STEMERSION?

Failure to decline or attend the institute will result in the removal
of the candidate for consideration for future events and a notice
submitted to the local school district.

“This has been an amazing enlightening and exciting
experience for which I am extremely grateful.”

Registration: Educators, apply at the

“My classroom needs to include more opportunities for
critical thinking and problem solving.”

following link: Tricounty STEMersion 2020

“What our students, parents and fellow educators don't
know about the opportunities in the tri-county area is
critical - STEMersion has a huge responsibility to inform!!”

For questions, additional details or registration, please contact:
Wendy Smith, Dorchester County Economic Development
(843) 875-9109
wsmith@dorchestercountysc.gov

“It’s important to incorporate activities through the
semester that will reinforce employability skills.”

STEMERSION IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY:
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
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